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ARCHIVUM MATHEMATICUM (BRNO)Tomus 31 (1995), 251 { 258OSCILLATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONSOF HIGHER ORDERW. NOWAKOWSKA and J. WERBOWSKIAbstract. The paper contains sucient conditions under which all solutions oflinear functional equations of the higher order are oscillatory.1. IntroductionLet < be the set of real numbers and let I denote an unbounded subset of<+ = [0;1). By gm we mean the m-th iterate of the function g : I ! I, i.e.g0(t) = t; gm+1(t) = g(gm(t)); t 2 I; m = 0; 1; ::::In the whole of this paper upper indices at the sign of a function will denoteiterations. In each instance we have the relation g1(t) = g(t). Exponents of apower of a function will be written after a bracket containing the whole expressionfor the function.We consider the oscillatory behavior of solutions of functional equations of theform(E) Q0(t)x(t) + Q1(t)x(g(t)) + Q2(t)x(g2(t)) + :::+ Qm+1(t)x(gm+1(t)) = 0;where Qk : I ! < for k = 0; 1; :::;m+ 1;m  1; and g : I ! I are given functionsand x is an unknown real valued function. We also assume that(1) g(t) 6= t and limt!1g(t) =1; t 2 I:By a solution of equation (E) we mean a function x : I ! < such thatsupfjx(s)j : s 2 It0 = [t0;1) \ Ig > 0 for any t0 2 <+ and x satises (E) onI. A solution x of equation (E) is called oscillatory if there exists a sequenceof points ftng1n=1; tn 2 I, such that limn!1tn = 1 and x(tn)x(tn+1)  0 forn = 1; 2; :::. Otherwise it is called nonoscillatory.1991 Mathematics Subject Classication : 39B20.Key words and phrases: functional equation, oscillatory solutions.Received April 28, 1994.
252 W. NOWAKOWSKA AND J. WERBOWSKIIn contrast with the extensive development of the oscillation theory of dieren-tial and dierence equations (for example see [2], [4] and the references containedtherein), the authors are of the opinion that at this time in the literature there areno known oscillation criteria for functional equations. The purpose of this paperis to obtain sucient conditions under which all solutions of (E) are oscillatory.First let us observe that existence of oscillatory solutions of equation (E) isconnected with the sign of the functions Qi (i = 0; 1; :::;m+1) on I. For example,it is easy to prove that either Qi(t) > 0 or Qi(t) < 0 for i = 0; 1; :::;m + 1,t 2 I, implies that equation (E) possesses only oscillatory solutions. If one of thecoecients Qi has an opposite sign then others, i.e. if there exists j 2 f0; 1; :::;m+1g such that Qj(t) < 0 and Qi(t) > 0, i 2 f0; 1; :::m+ 1g   fjg then equation(E) can possess both oscillatory and nonoscillatory solutions. For example, thefunctional equation3x(t)  5x(t+ ) + x(t+ 2) + x(t+ 3) = 0; t 2 [0;1)has an oscillatory solution x = cos2t and a nonoscillatory solution x = t + 1. So,a question arises: if the last case holds, under what additional conditions on thecoecients Qi every solution of (E) will be oscillatory. We present some answersto this question in caseQ1(t) < 0 and Qi(t) > 0 (i = 0; 2; 3; :::;m+ 1) for t 2 I:Without loss of generality we may assume that Q1(t) =  1; t 2 I:Then equation (E) takes the form(L) x(g(t)) = Q0(t)x(t) + Q2(t)x(g2(t)) + :::+ Qm+1(t)x(gm+1(t)); m  1:In the proofs of our theorems the following lemmas will be useful.Lemma 1. Consider the functional inequality(2) x(g(t))  P (t)x(t) +Q(t)x(gk+1(t)); k  1;where P;Q : I ! <+ and g satises condition (1). If(3) lim infI3t!1 k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t)) >  kk + 1  k+1then the functional inequality (2) has not positive solutions for large t 2 I:Proof. Suppose that x is a nonoscillatory positive solution of (2) and let x(t) > 0for t 2 It1 , t1 > 0. Then also, in view of (1), there exists a point t2 2 It1 suchthat x(gi(t)) > 0 for t 2 It2 and i 2 f1; 2; :::; k+ 1g. Therefore from (2) we havefor t 2 It2 x(g(t))  P (t)x(t)
OSCILLATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER 253which gives for i 2 f1; 2; :::; k+ 1g(4) x(gi(t))  x(t) i 1Yj=0P (gj(t)):Using now (4) in (2) one gets(5) x(g(t))  P (t)x(t) + x(g(t))Q(t) kYj=1P (gj(t))and Q(t) kYj=1P (gj(t))  1  P (t) x(t)x(g(t)) :By iteration for i = 0; 1; :::; k  1 we haveQ(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t))  1  P (gi(t)) x   gi(t)x (gi+1(t)) :Summing now both sides of the above inequality from i = 0 to i = k 1 we obtaink 1
Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t))  k   k 1Xi=0 P (gi(t)) x   gi(t)x (gi+1(t)) :Since 1k k 1Xi=0 P (gi(t)) x   gi(t)x (gi+1(t))  ( k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t)) x   gi(t)x (gi+1(t)) ) 1k= ( x(t)x (gk(t)) k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t))) 1ktherefore(6) k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t))  k 8<: 1  " x(t)x(gk(t)) k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t))# 1k 9=; :Let
 kk + 1  k+1 = A < lim infI3t!1 k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t)):
254 W. NOWAKOWSKA AND J. WERBOWSKIThen there exist a constant B 2 (A; 1) and a point t3 2 It2 such that(7) A < B  k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t)) for t 2 It3 :Choose now the least natural number M such that(8)  BA  M > kBwhich is possible because of B > A. From (6) we haveBk  1  " x(t)x(gk(t)) k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t))# 1k :Thus x(t)x(gk(t)) k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t))   1  Bk  k  1B maxA<B<1B  1  Bk  k= 1B  kk + 1  k+1 = AB :Hence we have x(gk(t))  BAx(t) k 1Yi=0 P (gi(t))and x(gk+1(t))  BAx(g(t)) kYj=1P (gj(t)):Repeating we have x(gk+1(t))   BA  2 x(g(t)) kYj=1P (gj(t)):Similarly we get(9) x(gk+1(t))   BA  M x(g(t)) kYj=1P (gj(t));where M is the same as in (8). From (2) and (9) we havex(g(t))  P (t)x(t) + Q(t)  BA  M x(g(t)) kYj=1P (gj(t)) Q(t)  BA  M x(g(t)) kYj=1P (gj(t)):
OSCILLATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER 255Thus 1   BA  M Q(t) kYj=1P (gj(t)):Therefore we have for i 2 f0; 1; :::; k  1g1   BA  M Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t)):Summing now from i = 0 to i = k   1 we getk   BA  M k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t))and by (7) k   BA  M B:But this contradicts (8). Thus the proof of the lemma is complete. A slight modication in the proof of Lemma 1 leads to the following resultLemma 2. If lim infI3t!1 k 1Xi=0 Q(gi(t)) kYj=1P (gi+j(t)) >  kk + 1  k+1 ;then the functional inequality(10) x(g(t))  P (t)x(t) +Q(t)x(gk+1(t)); k  1;where P;Q : I ! <+ and g satises (1) has not negative solutions for large t 2 I.Corollary 1. If (3) holds, then the functional equation(S) x(g(t)) = P (t)x(t) +Q(t)x(gk+1(t)); k  1;where P;Q; g are the same as in Lemmas 1 and 2, has only oscillatory solutions.Remark 1. From Corollary 1 in the case k = 1 we get Theorem 1 of [1].2. Main resultsIn this section we study sucient conditions for the oscillation of all solutionsof equation (L). Further we consider equation (L) for m > 1 because for m =1 equation (L) resolve itself into equation (S). As usually we take Q k 1j=k aj =1: Moreover, for convenience, we will assume that inequalities about values offunctions are satised for all large t 2 I.We give now two independent conditions for oscillation of all solutions of equa-tion (L).
256 W. NOWAKOWSKA AND J. WERBOWSKITheorem 1. Let(11) lim infI3t!1m+1Xk=2 Qk(t) k 1Yj=1Q0(gj(t)) > 14 :Then every solution of equation (L) is oscillatory.Proof. Suppose that (L) has a nonoscillatory solution x and let x(t) > 0. Thenalso, in view of assumption (1) about function g, x(gi(t)) > 0, i 2 f1; 2; :::;m+1g.Thus from equation (L) we getx(g(t))  Q0(t)x(t)which gives for k = 3; 4; :::;m+ 1(12) x(gk(t))  x(g2(t)) k 1Yj=2Q0(gj(t)):Using now (12) in equation (L) we obtainx(g(t))  Q0(t)x(t) + x(g2(t))m+1Xk=2 Qk(t) k 1Yj=2Q0(gj(t)):In view of Lemma 1 and (11) the last inequality has not positive solutions, whichcontradicts the fact that x(t) > 0 for suciently large t 2 I.When x(t) < 0 the proof is similar but we apply Lemma 2 in it. Thus the proof iscomplete. We give now another oscillation criterion for equation (L).Theorem 2. If(13) lim infI3t!1m 1Xi=0 G(gi(t)) mYj=1Q0(gi+j(t)) >  mm+ 1  m+1 ;where G(t) = mXk=2Qk(t)Qm k+2(gk 1(t)) + Qm+1(t);then all solutions of equation (L) oscillate.Proof. Assume that x is an eventually positive solution of equation (L). Then,as in proof of Theorem 1, the following inequality is truex(gk(t)) > 0 for k 2 f1; 2; :::;m+ 1g:
OSCILLATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS OF HIGHER ORDER 257Thus from equation (L) we obtainx(g(t))  Qm k+2(t)x(gm k+2(t)) for k = 2; :::;m;which gives(14) x(gk(t))  x(gm+1(t))Qm k+2(gk 1(t)) for k = 2; :::;m:>From equation (L) and inequality (14) we havex(g(t))  Q0(t)x(t) + x(gm+1(t)) ( mXk=2Qk(t)Qm k+2(gk 1(t)) + Qm+1(t)) == Q0(t)x(t) + G(t)x(gm+1(t)):Using now Lemma 1 for the above inequality we get a contradiction with thefact that x is a positive solution of (L). Similarly for x(t) < 0 in view of Lemma2 we get a contradiction. Thus the proof is complete. Remark 2. One can observe that conditions (11) and (13) for oscillation areindependent. For example, the following third order functional equation5x(t)  10tx(t+ 1) + 5t(t+ 1)x(t+ 2) + [t]3x(t+ 3) = 0; t 2 <+;has only oscillatory solutions, since condition (11) of Theorem 1 is fullled. How-ever, condition (13) of Theorem 2 is not satised. Consider now the functionalequation5x(t)  10tx(t+ 1) + t(t+ 1)x(t+ 2) + 6[t]3x(t+ 3) = 0; t 2 <+:Then condition (13) is fullled. In this case condition (11) is not satised.3. ApplicationsIn this section we show an application of the main results of this paper torecurrence equations. Consider a recurrence equation of the form(RE) x(n+ 1) = a0(n)x(n) + a2(n)x(n+ 2) + :::+ am+1(n)x(n+m+ 1);where n 2 N = f1; 2; :::g, m  1 is a natural number, ak : N ! <+ for k =0; 2; :::;m + 1. Apply now Theorems 1 and 2 to equation (RE) to obtain thefollowing resultsCorollary 2. If lim infn!1 m+1Xk=2 ak(n) k 1Yj=1 a0(n + j) > 14 ;then every solution of equation (RE) is oscillatory.
258 W. NOWAKOWSKA AND J. WERBOWSKICorollary 3. Letlim infn!1 m 1Xi=0 mYj=1a0(n+i+j) ( mXk=2ak(n + i)am k+2(n + k   1 + i) + am+1(n+ i)) >(15) >  mm + 1  m+1 :Then every solution of equation (RE) oscillates.Remark 3. If in equation (RE) we take a0(n) = 1, ak(n) = 0 for k = 2; 3; :::;m;then from condition (15) we get a similar result as in Theorem 1 of [3].References[1] Golda, W., Werbowski, J., Oscillation of linear functional equations of the second order,Funkcial. Ekvac. 37 (1994), 221-227.[2] Gyori, I., Ladas, G., Oscillation theory of delay dierential equations with applications,Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1991.[3] Ladas, G., Philos, Ch.G., Scas, Y. G., Sharp conditions for the oscillation for delay dier-ence equations, Journal of Applied Mathematics and Simulation 2 (1989), 101-112.[4] Ladde, G.S., Lakshmikantham. V., Zhang, B.G., Oscillation theory of dierential equationswith deviating arguments, Marcel Dekker, Inc., New York, 1987.W. Nowakowska and J. WerbowskiPoznan University of TechnologyInstitute of Mathematicsul. Piotrowo 3A60-965 Poznan, POLAND
